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Bowling kingston jamaica

cii_2000 wrote a review May 2019Kingston, Jamaica18 shares4 positive votes Incorrect information on trip advisor! Trip Advisor's website needs to update its jamzone information; Nowadays it's very misleading and outdated. JamZone is a fine place and getting into friends and family is a bit expensive, and not flexible with their group lessons, however much fun. Experience Date:
May 2019Mahlon J Wrote a review Sept 2018Jamaica20 Shares4 Helpful VotesJamzone is a great place to visit and enjoy. It was a great experience for some of us from the office to relax and get to build our relationships. Date of experience: November 2017bernadenec2018 wrote reviews Sept 20184 shares11 helpful votes higher and disorganized price went there in January
2018 with a group of 12, and had a good experience. So we decided to go again last Saturday for my son's 21st birthday, in anticipation of a good time. 17 adults and 2 children. Well, to our dismay, the place has deteriorated!!! First of all, the age range for children's bowling fees is 4-6 years!!! Our party was 19 bowlers and three adults didn't bowl. Security at the bowling area, she
said very rudely to the three adults to remove ourselves because we have to pay to be in that area. I told him I was organizing the group, and when he was done I'd go talk to the receptionist. In short, I asked, and they subsequently waived the so-called observer fee for 2, charging only 1 instead. We'll make you the last time you can't do it. And of course there were limited seating
not only for our group, but also for others who waited in the lanes to be free, so this area was utter chaos. The music was very loud and I was informed after we left that some of the song's options were totally inappropriate (lyrics - sex and guns) to a place with so many children. I went outside to escape the noise and sensory overload, otherwise I'd talk to them about it. It's
supposed to be family entertainment, not Dance Hall!!! The team finally came bowling, enjoying the allotted time of one hour and 45 minutes, thank God. There needs to be better management of the entire facility. The payment area is chaos with one cashier working on a Saturday night. a party of 16 in front of us (mostly children); And then my 19th party; And then different others
wait. It took forever to pay and get the armbands. overpriced fees, food and drinks; There are no seats for waiting bowlers; Just generally disorganized, noisy and chaotic. The general consensus of our team was that although they enjoyed the actual bowling, the whole package experience for the night out leaves a lot to be desired, and certainly not good value for money. We're
unlikely to return. P.S. The staff outside the unofficial security guard tried to be helpful and courteous, though seemed overwhelmed at times.... Trial date: August 20183 Helpful B wrote reviews Sep 2018Jamaica3 shares6 helpful votes don't come out of jamzone people this place is tricking people that you pay your money to guh in and when you go in and start bowling suddenly
there's a technicality.Difficulty all The lanes are shutting down and you said no refunds save yourself and your money didn't go where you were warned of experience 2018 wrote an opinion.m a June 20181 opinion needless to say everyone was excited about the pastime. It started going downhill when the team I was on had to move to another lane because ours stopped working.
Ok we went but then this path stopped working as well so we moved to the last one and then it stopped working again we were moved again. Until then, I asked the young man who appeared to be the highest-ranking member of staff to get a refund. All this time through our whole transition he hasn't even bated an eyelid in our direction. The young women tried to help but when I
asked him a refund he said, it couldn't happen and at least they were kind to us. Still no apology. And then he kept telling me it was machines and things like that were happening. Still no apology. I forgot his name, but he had hair on the Cane row and had a medium brown complexion. Still no apology and a pejorative attitude happened. Our time was even faster than some others
who didn't have problems. I'll never spend another penny in this place. Very poor customer service. And less of this great equipment... Date of experience: June 2018 Located in Kingston, JAMZONE is now home to Jamaica's first bowling alley and family entertainment center. Jamzone Bowling is the ultimate one stop entertainment destination for all ages. Whether it's for a special
occasion or just dating friends and family, with the availability of over 500 parking stalls, we're the perfect place to host your next party, corporate event, or night out with a group of friends. We also offer a special VIP service for VIP in your group! Jamzone bowling alleys feature 12 state-of-the-art lanes with automatic LCD scoring. As our slogan Bowl.Eat.Play suggests, our centre
includes three sections: our bowling lounge, lucky strike lounge and play area, all of which are set in over 20,000 sq m. Entertainment facility. If you've bowled before, you know what a fantastic experience it can be, and if you have no idea what to do, don't worry, you'll soon be hooked! We strive to provide a quality bowling experience for everyone, in a safe environment, along
with exceptional service and personal relationships for each of our guests. We are open 7 days a week, 365 days a year, so let's join the non-stop fun here at Jamzone Bowling!! Monday to Thursday: 12:00-14:00 Friday: 14:00 to 13:00 Saturday: 12:00 to 13:00 Sundays: 14:00 to 23:00 holidays: Lucky Strike Lounge is Jamaica's newest and most unique sports bar, located
@JAMZONES BOWL EAT PLAY. Lucky Strike Lounge boasts a variety of juicy gourmet burgers for our delicious wings. With the open concept it offers a 360-degree view of the entire facility. The bar is stocked with specialty cocktails, local beers and a large wine selection. This unique advantage gives lucky strike lounge the ability to serve corporate events, social events and
birthday celebrations. This is the best choice for a night out offering excellent food, entertainment and an environment that keeps customers coming back for more..... READMORE Try our cancer and shrimp specials and our lucky bucket – delicious!!. Changing the way you seafood. Visit or @luckystrikeloungeja newest addition to Jamzone, is a fun-filled tag arena, a ZOOMBall
Taggers feature, which is similar as paintball but without the color and without PAIN.... Catch your friends, staff, family, and/or coworkers, and come and enjoy this awesome, adrenaline rush, fun-filled game. Click here jamzone is a place for all fun events. My party of six went just to try bowling but we tried and enjoyed so much more. First the fairways are well spread out and each
has a good range of two sizes and bowling balls weighing in. They even enjoy helping a little dragon for kids so they can have fun with the adults. We will do about 12 people, each of whom is 100 00:00:00,000 - plus, if this is your first time trying as most of our group staff provide assistance so that you can be turned off and enjoy yourself in no time. However, there was some easy
surfing with our bowling balls returning to the jamzone shelf also provides excellent food, variety and service. The menu included pastas, seafood and regular wings, burgers, fries and loaded fries. I had spicy wings and they didn't disappoint in taste or warmth. My partners had loaded fries, chicken strips and barbecue wings, they all looked very appetizing. I can confirm the good
strips as I tried them as well. The food was reasonably priced and the dishes filled up. The music and casual déament gave a sense of relaxation and enjoyment that this weather was eating or having friendly competition with my friends. In my experience, the food and bowling definitely puts it into my places to revisit the list and I would recommend it to anyone. Jamzone is a place
for any fun occasion. My party of six went just to try bowling but we tried and enjoyed so much more. First the fairways are well spread out and each has a good range of two sizes and bowling balls weighing in. They even enjoy helping a little dragon for kids so they can have fun with the adults. We will be made in accordance with $12 for each person and provided to us Due to
the size of our party we gave an hour and 30 minutes in which we completed a game and a half. Plus, if this is your first time trying like most of our team provide assistance so you can be turned off and enjoy yourself in no time. However, there was some easy surfing with our bowling balls returning to the jamzone shelf also provides excellent food, variety and service. The menu
included pastas, seafood and regular wings, burgers, fries and loaded fries. I had spicy wings and they didn't disappoint in taste or warmth. My partners had loaded fries, chicken strips and barbecue wings, they all looked very appetizing. I can confirm the good strips as I tried them as well. The food was reasonably priced and the dishes filled up. The music and casual déament
gave a sense of relaxation and enjoyment that this weather was eating or having friendly competition with my friends. In my experience, the food and bowling definitely puts it into my places to revisit the list and I would recommend it to anyone. Someone.
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